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Abstract—Cloud Computing is computing where in several 
groups of servers are networked for providing online access to 
users. Several factors which influence cloud computing such 
as scalability, security etc are discussed by many researchers. 
Now a days usage of internet resources is widely increasing 
resulting in the increase of workload exponentially. In order 
to make cloud computing efficient and improve user 
satisfaction this incoming huge workload is to be handled with 
care. This paper introduces techniques for the public cloud 
based on cloud partitioning concept that makes cloud 
computing effective. Cloud Partitioning is an efficient method 
for a public cloud, where in a public cloud is divided into 
several sub partitions. This cloud partitioning method paves 
way to apply load balancing technique in a simplified manner 
across the multiple nodes. Load balancing is a technique that 
distributes workload across several nodes uniformly which 
results in improved performance and less response time 
through a right distribution strategy. This paper introduces 
skewness measurement technique along with load balancing 
using Round Robin (RR) technique in order to obtain 
enhanced performance which results in Green Computing. 
 
Keywords: public cloud, cloud partition, load balancing, 
skewness. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is an emerging technology in the 

realm of computer science. Cloud computing has 
distinctive characteristics. They are ubiquitous, on-demand 
service, availability of resources, access to a wide variety 
of services, convenience, user satisfaction [1][2] etc. These 
characteristics attracted internet [3] users to divert to cloud 
computing. Even though cloud computing is efficient, 
processing the incoming jobs in cloud computing 
environment is a challenging task. The way the jobs arrive 
cannot be predicted and the capacities of the nodes will not 
be the same and differ in software and hardware 
configurations and so balancing the load is important to 
enhance system performance [4] and to maintain stability 
[5]. To deal this problem of imbalance of load and to 
increase the throughput of the system, this paper introduces 
techniques called cloud partitioning, load balancing [6][1] 
and skewness measurement. Cloud partitioning [7] is the 
process of dividing a huge public cloud [8] into sub 
partitions. Load balancing is the process of distributing the 
workload evenly to all the nodes that are present in the 
cloud [9]. The load balancing model implemented in the 
cloud consists of a load balancer manager which selects the 
appropriate cloud partition for the incoming jobs. The load 
balancer [10][11] present in the cloud partition selects the 
appropriate node by knowing its skewness. Skewness [12] 
measurement is the process of knowing the resource 

utilization [13] rate of a server which later facilitates to 
save energy [14]. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Many studies were done about load balancing in 

cloud computing. Many tools and techniques [6] are also 
introduced that are commonly used for load balancing, but 
these techniques are not successful enough in balancing the 
load properly and load balancing still stands as a problem 
that needs new architectures to overcome. Load balancing 
plays a major role in improving the system performance. 
After a thorough go through into the comparative analysis 
[15] of load balancing algorithms given by Rundles we 
concluded that ESCE algorithm [16] and Round Robin 
Algorithm [17] are better by considering the factors 
performance, time and cost. Round Robin algorithm is used 
here because of its simplicity. By combining the skewness 
measurement technique along with the load balancing 
Dynamic resource concept is achieved which can guarantee 
in enhanced performance. 

 
III. LOAD BALANCING 

Load balancing technique ensures that no node is 
idle while other nodes are being utilized. A selective 
mechanism is implemented which is capable of turning out 
the incoming jobs to the nodes that are idle by preventing 
them from going to the nodes that are already overloaded. 
This helps in achieving improved resource utilization in 
minimum response time [18]. A public cloud is a collection 
of several nodes that are present in different geographical 
locations. Our model divides this huge cloud into several 
partitions. The Cloud partitioning model [17] is shown in 
the below figure. First step is a public cloud is partitioned 
into four sub partitions namely location#1, location#2, 
location#3 and location#4.  

 
Fig. 1. a public cloud divided into 4 partitions 

 
In our proposed system load balancing is done by 

load balancer controller and load balancer. Each cloud 
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partition has a group of nodes with load balancer as its 
manager. The entire public cloud will have a controller 
called load balancer controller which is responsible for 
handling the load balancers present in each cloud partition. 
The Load balancer controller is a vital component 
connected to all load balancers and will be regularly 
communicating with them at certain time intervals. After 
partitioning the cloud then starts the task of load balancing. 
Here load balancing is done by load balancer controller. 
The load balancer controller serves as an interface between 
users and data source, besides it supplies the load balancers 
with jobs evenly. The whole incoming load is passed to 
load balancer controller which then searches for the 
partitions that contain idle nodes. Load balancers contain 
the status information of all the nodes connected to it such 
as how many nodes are idle, how many nodes are busy, 
how long a particular node is engaged with job etc.The 
evaluation of load status of each node is crucial. This can 
be known by computing the load degree of each node. The 
load degree is computed on the basis of static and dynamic 
parameters of a node such as number of CPU’s, processing 
speed, memory size, memory and cpu utilization ratio, 
bandwidth of a network etc. The Load balancers share the 
status information with load balancer controller which then 
decides to which partition the job is to be forwarded, 
thereby avoiding the load imbalance problem. Once the job 
is arrived to a partition corresponding load balancer 
chooses the most appropriate node for processing the job. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Relationship between load balancer controller load balancer and 

nodes 
 

A. Working of Load Balancer Controller: 
• Receive jobs from end users. 
• Select appropriate partition in the public 

cloud for job processing. 
• Know the status of cloud partition (idle, 

normal or overloaded). 
• If partition status is overloaded then job is not 

forwarded to that particular partition. 
• If idle or normal then job is forwarded to 

respective load balancer which is then 
activated to proceed further. 
 

B. Cloud Partition Status: 
• Idle represents that nodes are idle 
• Normal represents nodes are neither idle nor 

overloaded 
• Overloaded represents nodes are busy and 

overloaded. 
The Load balancer controller forwards the jobs to 

cloud partitions which are idle or normal. If a cloud 
partition is heavy then jobs are not sent to that partition 
instead to the partitions that are idle. Once the load 
balancer controller forwards the jobs to a particular cloud 
partition, the corresponding load balancer is activated. 
Load balancer is responsible for assigning a job to a 
suitable node. The load balancer in each partition gets the 
status information from each node and calculates the load 
degree of nodes and based upon it forwards the task to 
suitable node. The load degree of a node can be computed 
by using the formula 

LOADDEGREE (N) =	∑ iFi 
Where N is the current node, Fi is a Fi(1<=i<=n), n is 

total number of parameters, xi is the priority given to the 
jobs. 

Average load degree of a node is computed by 
AVG_LOADDEGREE = ∑ ( i)/n 

 
C. Possible load status of a node 

LOAD DEGREE STATUS 
LOADDEGREE(N)=0 IDLE 

0<LOADDEGREE(N)<=High_LOADDE
GREE 

NORMAL 

High_LOADDEGREE<=LOADDEGRE
E(N) 

OVERLOAD
ED 

 
Along with evaluating load degree of nodes the load 

balancer also computes the skewness of each node. 
 

IV. SKEWNESS 
Skewness concept is used to measure the utilization 

rate of a node. In a cloud partition containing some number 
of nodes, one node might be working for a long time while 
other nodes are sitting idle [19]. Despite a node being 
utilized for a long time the cloud partition status will be 
showing normal. This is because of the remaining nodes in 
that particular partition are sitting idle. This very same node 
working for a long time might lead to temporary fluctuation 
of application resource demands and system hangs. In this 
situation the load balancer will define a threshold value and 
regularly checks that the skewness values of all the nodes 
doesn’t exceed this threshold value. By following this 
procedure we make sure that the node being utilized for a 
long time should be freed and the workload is to be passed 
on to the nodes that are idle for a long time thereby 
reducing the temperature in surroundings. If the work load 
is minimum and some nodes are idle then those nodes can 
be turned off temporarily thereby saving the energy. Thus 
by reducing the temperature and saving the energy green 
computing is achieved. Green Computing tends to attain 
economic viability to improve the way the computing 
devices are used. It is environmentally responsible and eco 
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friendly use of computers and resources. When the servers 
resource utilization is less, then they are turned off.  

The skewness of a node x can be computed by using 
the below formula 

SKEWNESS (N) = ∑ ̅ − 1 2 

Where N denotes the current node, ̅ is the average 
utilization of resources of node N 

If the skewness of a node exceeds the threshold 
value, then we define that particular node as a hot spot. Hot 
spot denotes that particular node is having relatively higher 
temperature than the surroundings and it is being utilized 
for a long time. Cold spot denotes that node with ambient 
temperature. If any node becomes a hot spot then the 
workload is migrated to idle nodes that are cold spot. 

 
V. ALGORITHM 

Load balancing using RR algorithm 
BEGIN      
 WHILE JOB    
 DO     
 SELECT NODE(JOB)   
 IF(CP==IDLE OR CP==NORMAL)  
 THEN FORWARD JOB TO CP  
 WHILE JOB    
 DO     
 SELECT NODE(JOB)   
 IF(SKEWNESS(NODE)<=THRESHOLD) 
 FORWARD JOB TO NODE   
 ELSE     
 GO FOR ANOTHER NODE   
 END IF     
 END WHILE    
 ELSE     
 SEARCH FOR ANOTHER CP  
 END WHILE 
END 
 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
By observing the Table 1 and figure 3, it is clearly 

understood that the performance is high when these 
techniques cloud partitioning, load balancing and skewness 
measurement are implemented. As the rate of incoming 
jobs is increased the cloud computing performance is 
gradually decreased when no mentioned techniques are 
followed. The computing performance is efficiently 
maintained by following the techniques. The performance 
is maintained to its optimum even though the rate of 
incoming jobs is at full pace. 

 

Number of Jobs 
Performance 

No Load Balancing Load Balancing applied 
No. Of jobs=0 0 0 
No. Of jobs=10 0.5 1 
No. Of jobs=20 1 2 
No. Of jobs=30 1 2.5 
No. Of jobs=40 1.5 4 
No. Of jobs=50 2 5 
Table.1: Comparision of performance with no load balancing and 

load balancing 

 
Figure 3: Figure analyzing the performance 

 
VII. CONCLUSION 

The overall goal of this paper is to make cloud 
computing effective by implementing the techniques that 
achieve the same. Load balancing enhances the 
performance of cloud services substantially. It prevents the 
overloading of servers which otherwise would degrade the 
performance. The proposed load balancing using RR 
algorithm balances the incoming load equally to all 
partitions and reduces the response time by distributing the 
jobs to the nodes uniformly and improves the throughput of 
the system. The energy is also saved by turning off a 
particular node that is idle for a long time. Hence green 
computing concept is also followed. 
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